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Why?
• Solar flares emit radiation across the entire 

spectrum. Studying any one portion of it will 
not help us understand the full picture. 

• We have a wonderful armada of instruments at 
our disposal, but focused/dedicated 
coordinated flare campaigns remain a 
challenge 

• Limited FOV; partial duty cycle; eclipse/SAA 
passes; telemetry restrictions; planning/upload 
schedules; multiple time zones; flare 
forecasting; night time/seeing conditions



Why study the flaring 
chromosphere?

• The most direct manifestation of flare heating and energy transport 

• Origin of coronal material though chromospheric evaporation 

• Most of a flare’s energy is radiated by chromospheric plasma 

• Location of HXR emission; a crucial diagnostic of accelerated electrons  

• Source of geoeffective emission, particularly during a flare’s impulsive 
phase



Outstanding Science Questions
• How is energy stored in the corona transferred to the lower solar atmosphere during flares?  

- Coulomb collisions? Backwarming? Conduction fronts? Proton beams? Alfvén waves? 

• At what depth (layer? height?) is this energy deposited?  
- Upper/lower chromosphere? Photosphere? 

• What is the dominant emission mechanism during a flare?  
- Emission lines? Recombination continua? Blackbody? 

• How is the anomalous 0.511 MeV line width produced?  
- Doppler broadening at large column depths? 

• And how does chromospheric flare emission tie in with the broader field of space weather?  
- Lyα affects the ionospheric D-layer. Impulsive vs. gradual? Disc centre vs. limb?



Max Millennium Program
“The primary goal of the Max Millennium Program is to understand particle acceleration and 
explosive energy release in solar flares. Elements of the program are coordinated 
observations, data analysis, and theory. Through electronic mail and the WWW, we work 
closely with the NASA RHESSI mission and the solar research community. World-wide 
participation, guided by the Max Millennium Steering Committee and the Max Millennium 
Chief Observer, is essential to successful achievement of our goals.”

• Steering Committee: Dick Canfield, Brian Dennis, James McAteer (Bastian, Benz, 
Gary, Hurford, Shibata, Vilmer, Wang, Zheng) 

• Chief Observers: William Marquette, Ryan Milligan, Shaun Bloomfield, Ying Li 

• Moderator: Keiji Yoshimura





Successful Campaigns
• 15 February 2011: First X-class flare of SC24 

- RHESSI, Hinode/SOT, SDO (AIA/EVE MEGS-A/
B), NoRH 

- ~60 referred publications so far 
• 14/15 May 2013: Two X-class gamma-ray flares 

observed by Fermi/LAT during Great Flare Watch 
- Fermi did not need repointing on this occasion 

• 29 March 2014: “The Best Observed Flare” 
- RHESSI, IRIS, Hinode (EIS/SOT/XRT), DST 

(IBIS), SDO (AIA/EVE MEGS-A) 
• October 2014: DST Service Mode campaign  

- Several flares (B-X) observed by some or all of 
RHESSI, IRIS, Hinode (?), SDO (AIA/EVE MEGS-
B), DST (ROSA/IBIS/FIRS?)



DST Service Mode (1500-1800 UT daily)

• Sunday morning (Mountain Time) - discussion between DST and MM_COs 

• If seeing conditions and solar activity levels are favourable, DST request 
that MMCO issue MM#020 

• DST contact IRIS before 1500UT on Sunday to begin observing Monday 
morning 

• MMCO issues MM#020 before 23:59 UT on Sunday and contacts Hinode 
planners to begin observing Tuesday morning



Not so successful…

• During my own Hinode/EIS flare 
campaigns it was common for RHESSI 
to catch the impulsive phase but EIS 
wouldn’t. Or vice versa.



I am interested in finding flares (>C1) whose impulsive phase have been jointly 
observed by RHESSI, Hinode/EIS, and EVE (MEGS-B). 
Between May 2010 (launch of SDO) -> early-2014 I found ?? flares



I am interested in finding flares (>C1) whose impulsive phase have been jointly 
observed by RHESSI, Hinode/EIS, and EVE (MEGS-B). 
Between May 2010 (launch of SDO) -> early-2014 I found 10 flares



How can we improve coordinated campaigns?
• Firstly, set up an “archive” of flares already jointly observed by key 

instruments 

• Publicise Max Millennium as a “mediator” for flare campaigns 

• Rastering instruments, such as Hinode/EIS, need to run continuously 
throughout the specified observing window 

• Liaise with instrument planners on optimising support studies (lines, FOV, 
exposures, etc) 

• Improve forecasting (that’s what we’re here for mostly), but also determine 
acceptable activity levels (One X-class versus many C-classes)




